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Oasis cancellation angers soine, relieves others
BY CJ COSAS
STAFF WRITER

The Oasis Dance, the first
dance that provided students
refuge and respite from their
tedious routines of school and
work, is now no more than a faded
desert mirage. Normally organized by the Campus Activities
Board (CAB), the Oasis Dance
that would have been held near
the end of September has been
officially canceled. The primary
reason for the cancellation of the
dance is due to safety reasons.

The infamous dance, referred
to as "0-wasted" by some, had a
notorious reputation for sending
many people to the hospital, typically for issues relating to alcohol
(like alcohol poisoning), even
before the end of the night. The
tainted legacy of the dance made
it the perfect excuse for students
to let loose, but many would take
it too far and recklessness would
run rampant.
Every year, several paramedics
would always be on standby for
the dance, sometimes accompanied by both police officers and

firefighters as well. After many
years of tolerating the anarchy
of the Oasis Dance, the decision
was made that the safety risks
involved were too great (perhaps
evengettingworse) and canceled

The primary reason
for the cancellation
of the dance is due
to safety reasons.
the event entirely. Despite its
now tarnished reputation, the

Oasis Dance was not always such
a debauchery. Much like a high
school homecoming dance, the
Oasis Dance marked the beginning of campus activities and
events for the upcoming school
year and had been held annually
as a sort of traditional "welcome
back" for the student body. Its
original purpose was simply to be
a fun and safe way that students
could celebrate their return to
school.
Jessica Axelrod, a Junior at
Saint Mary's who attended the
see DANCE, page 2
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Volleyball claims
two wins

A wealth of
resources
tucked away
in Delphine
BY SONJA FLORES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS

gathered on the turf field on Saturday to partake in the annual Freshman Olympics. Residential buildings played each other in a day of games. (Gabi Rey es-Acosta/ COLLEGIAN)

New professors bring new ideas
BY AUDREY AGOT
CHIEF COPY EDITOR

(Gabi Reyes-Acosta/COLLEGIAN)

With a student-faculty ratio of
13:1 and an average class size of 21
students, Saint Mary's students may
not have the opportunity to doze off
in Monday morning lectures, but
instead they are allowed the chance
to work closely with professors
who truly care about teaching and
learning. This year, Saint Mary's
welcomes 14 new faculty members
in several departments, including
English and Mathematics.
Assistant Professor Matthew
Zapruder joins both the English
Department and Master of Fine
Arts in Creative Writing, teaching
both undergraduate and graduate
courses, which he says he really enjoys. OftheMFAinCreative Writing
Program, Zapruder says, "It's one
of the best writing programs in the
country, and the graduate students
are extremely talented and well-

prepared.': Teaching undergraduate
courses such as composition and
seminar, Zapruder also looks forward to getting to know some of the
younger writers on campus as well.
In addition to teaching, Zapruder
is a translator and writer, appearing
in The New Yorker and Slate, and
he has received a 2011 Guggenheim
Fellowship and won a William
Carlos Williams Award. Aside from
his number of publications and
awards, though, Zapruder wants
Saint Mary's students and the rest
of the community to know that he
is happy to talk with anyone interested in or who has questions about
poetry: "I don't consider poetry to
be something esoteric, or only for
experts." He continues, "I think
poetry, like language, belongs to
us all, because there is always the
need within all of us to try to say
that which cannot be said." His own
see PROFESSORS, page 3

The Intercultural Center's
(IC) Resource Night introduced
new students to what the IC
does and the events and programs that it hosts throughout
the year. Sarah, a freshman at
Saint Mary's, stated that Resource Night helped her learn
about what the IC does, "I actually had no idea what to expect,
but being here I kind of have a
better feel of it and I'm very interested ... ! like how they're very
inclusive and explain everything
about what it's like to be a part
of this ... I'd also like to work the
tech. for the Cultural Nights."
An IC student ·employee,
Sonia Perez, stated that she's
been a part of the Intercultural
Center since her first year. She
got her start as a liaison between
the High Potential Program and
the IC. She explained what the
IC means to her, "I feel like this
is a home away from home. I love
the Mission Statement and the
work the IC does."
The IC's purpose is for students to have a safe and supportive space that values diversity
and encourages inclusiveness.
In addition, the IC wants to
foster dialogue over how to create a more understanding and
accepting world. She went on
to say, "The IC is for students, if
you have questions come talk to
us, we want students to become
culturally competent. We have
workshops that students can
see CULTURAL, page 3
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source of mspirafion as a writer includes human concerns. With work
such as "Poem for John McCain,"
which addresses the issue of war
within American politics, Zapruder
reaches out to readers who are concerned with such issues (especially
recently, in tetms of foreign affairs).
Similarly, Professor David Cherney, who joins the Department of
Mathematics, brings to Saint Mary's
his own concern for another issue: the global epidemic of obesity.
Cherney, formerly a professor at
University of California, Davis, is
also a founding member of Norcal
Parkour. While some may describe
Parkour as the "French art of getting from point A to point B in the
shortest amount of time," Cherney
disagrees: "To me, Parkour is about
confronting the social norm that
says that you should not exercise
in public, that you should do all of
your exercise in a designated, quarantined area known as a gym." Cherney sees Parkour as not only part
of a possible solution to the issue

of obesity but also as "one of those
things that you do that makes you
very aware of your limits and very
proud of your small accomplishments." He relates this to a more
general perspective, saying, "It kind
of makes you think how you should
do the very same thing through
school work, through research, or
whatever else you're doing." Cherney, as he ardentlyspeaks of Parkour
and fitness, exudes that very attitude
of grit and tenacity.
However, he also expresses a
certain helplessness when it comes
to tackling the epidemic of obesity:
"Our culture offood and our culture
ofexercise are killing us. I don't have
very many good ideas about how
to change that, but maybe I want
Saint Mary's students to help me."
When asked about what he has in
store for his time at Saint Mary's, he
mentioned bringing technology into
the classroom (for lectures and takehome quizzes), but he finished with
the desire to keep learning. ''I want
to learn from my students. I want to
learn from the process ofteaching. I

P ROFESSOR Matthew Zapruder is just one of
several new faculty hoping to make their mark
at Saint Mary's. (Courtesy Pomona College)

want students to bring their ideas to
me. I got a problem. The problem is
that I'm an expert. There's a saying,
'For the expert, there are very·few
possibilities. For the novice, there
are many."

This school year, with the addition of new faces to an already stellar
faculty, the Saint Mary's community
can expect a thrilling meeting of
both novices and experts, which will
be sure to create an environment of
constant learning and teaching, on
behalfofboth studen ts and teachers.

ASSMC aspires to make a tangible impact on campus
BY HOLLAND ENKE
STA FF WRITER

It is the beginning of a brand
new school year, which means new
classes, new living spaces, and a
new Associated Students of Saint
Mary's College Executive Council.
At the helm of the ASSMC Senate
this year is President Leslie Anne
Salvador, VP for Administration
Hop lain,
or tud nt airs
Natalie Franzini, and VP for Finance Anthony Oliveira. Between
the four of them these leadershipaddicted students come with loads
of campus involvement: Franzini
served as a Weekend of Welcome
coordinator, Oliveira and Blain
have both represented their class
on senate, Oliveira is a part of the
Campus Activities Board, and
Franzini and Salvador were both
executive officers the previous
school year.
All four of the council members
emphasize two major goals: advocacy and transparency. Junior
Hope Blain, who oversees the
senators and the Associated Student's Governing Documents, has

organized for speakers from Health
and Wellness, Public Safety, and
Technology Planning and Policy to
come talk to the other Senate members and, as she explains, inspire
the members "to understand [these
departments'] future plans and
hopefullyfind a way to integrate the
student body's wants." Blain hopes
to connect the senators with these
key departments on campus so that
they may serve as liaisons betwe n
their peers and the administration.
A huge supporter of student
sponsorship, Senior Leslie Anne
Salvador will be holding a special
election, where she will hear nonbinding propositions from the
students to improve the campus
experience. VP of Finance Anthony
Oliveira will show his advocacy
for student leaders with his goal
to make the programming fund
more accessible to organizations
in the hope of boosting the number of student-organized events
on campus as well as utilizing the
professional development fund to
encourage emerging student leaders to further the growth of their
leadership skills. Senior Natalie

Franzini also hopes to advocate for
the rights of student leaders; the VP
of student affairs believes that the
implementation of the new STOP
software, which connects students
to organizations and events, will
encourage more student involvement, which will lead to the fulfillment of the council's number one
goal: CommUNITY.
The council members thems Ive already pr s nt a united
front, challenging one another to
strive even further for the rights
of students and encouraging the
unification of all four branches of
the Associated Students: the Executive Branch, Legislative Branch,
Judicial Tribunal, and Campus
Activities Board. To demonstrate
this union, ASSMC has developed
"ASSMC Day," which, according
to Franzini, will make it clear to
students that the senate is "here
for them." And this clarity is a
huge goal for all council members.
The encouragement to visit the
council members in the Student
Involvement and Leadership office
is not mere courtesy, but a genuine
invitation for students to come and

voice their opinions and desires.
As Salvador states, the senate is
"students working for students,"
thus they do their job best when
students make their voices heard.
It is clear that all four executive
members are not only extremely
qualified for their positions but
also overjoyed to hold their posts.
The welcome email from President
Salvador introduced the hands-on
approach of the council, inviting
all students to seek out opportunities to strengthen their sense
of community on campus. This
year all branches of the Associated Students will reside under this
umbrella of community, advocating
for students and making the Saint
Mary's campus an exciting place
for Gaels to come together as one.
President Leslie Anne Salvador
asserts, ''I would not be who I am
today without ASSMC and I want
to make sure that I leave the Associated Students better than when
I came into it." With such genuine
passion from all of the executive
council members it is clearthatthe
AssociatedStudentsofSaintMary's
are in more than capable hands.

8/30/2013
1:37AM
Incident: Information
Synopsis: Welfare Check in De La
Salle Hall; referred to Residential
Experience and Counseling Center

ferred to Health and Wellness and
New Student and Family Programs

Crime Beat
The Collegian is the official newspaper of Saint
Mary's College, published weekly, except during
examination periods and academic recesses.
The Collegian reserves the right to hold and edit
all submitted materials, solicited and unsolicited. The Collegian's Editorial Board is comprised
of all oversight staff members. Other opinions
expressed are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contributors and/or advertisers.
Advertisers do not necessarily reflect the view
of The Collegian. The Collegian strives for accuracy and fairness in the reporting of news. If
a report is wrong or misleading, a request for a
correction or clarification may be made.

''To act upon one's convictions
while others wait,
To create apo,<itiveforce in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people
when ii wasn't available before,
To offer those who want ii,
a choice-"
-TED TURNER

8/18/2013
4:34PM
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: False alarm in Thille Hall;
referred to Community Life and
Facilities Services

8/23/2013
10:30AM
Incident: Suspicious Circumstances
Synopsis: Possible theft in Aquinas
Hall- items later recovered; closed

8/20/2013
9:06AM
Incident: Burglar Alann
Synopsis: False alarm in the Saint
Mary's Art Gallery; referred to Facilities Services

8/25/2013
1:23AM
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Public intoxication in De
LaSalle parking lot; referred to Community Life

8/21/2013
5:00PM
Incident: Traffic Accident
Synopsis: Invovled parties exchanged information outside of St.
Joseph's Hall; suspended

8/26/2013
12:42PM
Incident: Property Damage
Synopsis: Large scratch on trunk
of vehicle in Ageno A parking lot;
suspended

8/22/2013
9:16PM
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Unauthorized resident
in Siena Hall; referred to Campus
Housing and Athletics

8/29/2013
10:50AM
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Possession of marijuana
and paraphernalia in Aquinas Hall;
referred to Community Life

8/31/2013
1:43AM
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Noise disturbance in Mitty
Hall; referred to Community Life
8/31/2013
1:43AM
Incident Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Sick student transported
by friend to hospital-not alcohol
related-in Augustine Hall; referred
to Health and Wellness
8/31/2013
1:25 AM
Incident: Medical Assistance
Synopsis: Sick student transported
by friend to hospital from Assumption Hall-not alcohol related; re-

8/31/2013
7:33PM
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: False alarm in De La Salle
Hall; referred to Community Life
and Facilities Services
8/31/2013
8:45PM
Incident: Student Handbook Violation
Synopsis: Possession of a hookah in
De La Salle Quad; referred to Community Life
9/2/2013 11:38PM
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: False alarm in Filippi
Academic Hall; referred to Facilities
Services
9/3/2013 10:40AM
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Personal property damage
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DANCE: Will Oasis be missed?
continued from page 1
Oasis dance both freshman and
sophomore year, lamented when
she heard the news that Oasis was
cancelled: "Devastated, I loved
Oasis. I enjoyed it both times and
had a lot of fun with my friends."
Many others responded similarly
as they seemed to recount their
own memories of Oasis. These
students looked forward to the

dance every year, seeing it as a
signifier that a new school year
had begun. At the same time,
however, many others also reacted to the news with indifference.
A number of upperclassmen who
had attended the Oasis Dance
their first year were in fact turned
away from their experience and
had not attended the Oasis Dance
since then. For many of them,
the Oasis Dance was just another

dance and that there were "many
other dances to look forward to"
throughout the school year. The
freshmen, being largely ignorant
of the Oasis experience seemed to
exemplify this attitude the most.
Some were looking forward to
the dance after hearing about
it from upperclassmen friends,
others simply looked forward to
the next dance, and some did not
even know what Oasis was at all.
With the reputation that Oasis
had built up over the years, it

did not come as surprise to most
people to hear that it had been
canceled. Most supposed that it
was inevitability that such a controversial dance would eventually
be canceled, as a dance where
some people are expected to wind
up in a hospital can spell nothing
but trouble for administration.
Still, despite its cancellation and
despite its reputation, the Oasis
Dance was a tradition of Saint
Mary's College that students will
not forget.

CULTURAL: Students can find opportunities to connect and grow
continued from page 1
attend."
These workshops serve to
create culturally competent
individuals and as a way for

other workshops hosted by the
IC, "It's a way for freshmen to
get to know each other. We also
host Invest Sessions, which are
dialogues on hot button issues;
the idea is controversy with

One purpose of the workshop is
to ally people of different sexual
orientations.
The IC hosts fall programs every Thursday, each program devoted to a different topic. Some

hosts are the Diversity Retreat (Sat. Sept. 28th, Danville),
the Diversity Dance (Fri. Nov.
22nd, WC Marriott), Cultural
Graduation Celebrations, and
Cultural Nights (starting Thurs.

"I feel like this is a
home away from
home. I love the
Mission Statement
and the work the
IC (lntercultural
Center) does."

students to meet new people
and connect with students who
share their interests. Connect
sessions for freshmen serve
this purpose, taking place on
the first and second Tuesday
and Wednesday of every month
from 7:30pm to 9 in all first year
residence halls.
Travis S. Becker, Assistant
Dir. of the IC gives more details
about Connect Sessions and

Campus
Calendar
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Wednesday, September 11
l:OOPM
Saint Mary'sChapel
Mixed Messages: Growing Up
Interracial
Thursday, September 12
5-7PM
Delphine Intercultural Center
Contact the IC
x8545
AGAMEMNON: The Play
September 10-12
S:OOPM and 7:30PM
Soda Center
Contact Barry Horowitz

civility. The first one's coming
up on the 17th: Sex, Race, and
Hip Hop, in Dante room 114. We
also host Safe Zone workshops
for the LGBTQIA Community."

Collegiate Seminar Events

* Fall 2013

programs that were hosted last
fall were Police Protocol, Environmental Racism, Multicultural Identity, and Two Spirits.
Annual events that the IC

(Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

Feb. 20th, kicking off with Latino Cultural Night) which take
place once per month every
spring semester.

Snapshots

The Quixotic Players

l.J (JJ.J1JJJ~'1JJ1\T(J1\T

Planning an event?

From your Seminar Page to the Stage
See clever Clytemnestra and militant Agamemnon
in a modern staged reading

Tues-Weds-Thurs, Sept. 10·11·12
5:00 and 7:30 *Soda Center
One hour *Six Perfs.

Want it in The Collegian?
E-mail us with the details
of your event at:
smccollegian@gmail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279

(Andrew Nguyen/COLLEGIAN)

Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Local C.R.E.A.M. impresses
Walnut Creek location is better than Berkeley's
BY KATIE MACCARIELLO
STAFF WRITER

In previous years, students
with a hankering sweet tooth
for an ice cream sandwich with
two fresh baked cookies had to
trek all the way down to the long
lines in downtown Berkeley.
On Saturday, August 10, however, Cookies Rule Everything
Around Me (C.R.E.A.M.) lovers
lives' were changed forever
when the Walnut Creek store
opened its doors.
C.R.E.A.M. Berkeley opened
in 2010, when Jimmy and Gus
Shamleh believed they had successfully perfected their secret
family recipe and wanted to
share it with the world. Subsequently, two other C.R.E.A.M.
locations welcomed in cookieh ungry customers: Palo Alto
and Walnut Creek, with a fourth
location opening soon in Davis.
Wanting to create a relaxed
and fun environment for both
customers and employees,
C.R.E.A.M. established their
company with the goal (described on their website) to create, "an experience that would
bring every person who walks
through the doors ofC.R.E.A.M.
into what the Shamleh family
has enjoyed for years."
C.R.E.A.M. was founded on
four very basic, yet extremely
successful principles. First,
C.R.E.A.M. sandwiches are
made with the best quality
ingredients for a sweet snack
superior to any other. Second,
they know that high prices don't
necessarily mean high quality.
C.R.E.A.M. keeps its sandwiches

more than affordable, asking for
only $2.50 if you pay with cash.
Third, every customer should
leave delighted with not only
their product, but with their
customer service. Their final
principle is their lighthearted
and overall happy atmosphere.
If you are not in the mood for
cookies, C.R.E.A.M. also has an
ice cream taco (think banana
split with a waffle shell), almost
as famous as the signature sandwiches and offered exclusively
on Tuesdays. C.R.E.A.M. also
has some simpler creations:
lemon, raspberry, and blueberry
bars, brownies, milkshakes,
floats, and plain ol' scoops of
ice cream in a waffle cone. They
also have vegan and gluten free
cookies, as well as soy ice cream
options.
If you have ever been to
C.R.E.A.M. Berkeley, you'll recall that up close and personal
is their style, with a tiny store
space and lines around the
block. C.R.E.A.M. Walnut Creek
may still have those infamous
lines, but the store has more
square footage, and if you prefer
to sit down to eat your sandwich,
they are equipped with outdoor
tables and indoor bar stools.
If you are scared of the dark
(and possibly Berkeley's hippies) and never had the chance
to cross the tunnel to C.R.E.A.M.
Berkeley, C.R.E.A.M. has now
come to you, so you have no
excuse. For starters, try vanilla
ice cream between two chocolate chip cookies and rainbow
sprinkles. And don't forget a
carton of milk to wash it all
down with.

Fall-ing into fashion
What's "in" this fall season for college students

www.lookbook.nu
BY EMMA MCNEILLY
STAFF WRITER

With the beginning of every
school year comes the beginning
of fall, the precursor to Thanksgiving and Christmas. Fall also
ushers in the beginning of comfy
sweaters, boots and scarves, a

We try to report everything, but we're also open
to new story ideas. Visit stmaryscollegian.com/
newstips to submit a newstip, and you might
find us looking closer into whatever it is that you
think is important. For more information, look

closer at stmaryscollegian.com/newstips.

Look closer.

m:be <!Collegian

few of a girl's favorite things.
This fall is no different than
past falls; all of the fall favorites
are back in full effect, as well as
some new and exciting trends.
Designers are showing a lot of
beautiful embellishments this
season, especially pearls and
studs. Both the edgy-rock inspired and the elegant-preppy
looks are coming back with
vengeance, with full-feathered
skirts and lea th er, as well as
layered sweaters and buttondown shirts. While these two
trends seem to contrast in the
biggest way, it will be fun to see
how fashionistas combine the
two trends.
Some trends are bridging
the gap from summer to fall,
which means not everything you
bought this summer needs to be
packed away for a whole year.
Pair those wacky leggings with
an oversized knit sweater and
some combat boots, and you're
in business.
Another trend falling into
autumn is the metallic trend
that we saw in bags and shoes
this summer. Booties will be
shimmering bronze and deep
gold, bags will shine in dark
silver. It will be one of the most
glittering autumns we've had in
some time.
Along with those Olympicinspired accessories, color will
be a big trend coming into the
colder months. Pastel colored
coats and floral prints are going to be big this season. While
it used to be a bit of a taboo to
wear these colors after Labor
Day, the beautiful coats and
jackets in the lighter colors are
really bringing a new color pallet to the normally rich and deep
colors of fall.
There are also some oldies
but goodies coming back into
style, the biggest of these being

printed sweaters. Get ready for
the "ugly sweater" onslaught
this season. All of those late
80s and early 90s prints that

Some trends are
bridging the gap
from summer to
fall, which means
not everything
you bought this
summer needs to
be packed away
for a whole year.
many of us look back on in horror are coming back in a new
way. These sweaters wont be
the itchy sweater your mom
used to force on you during the
colder days; they will have an air
of trendiness while still being
old-fashioned.
Another older trend for fall is
longer skirt lengths. While all of
us love to wear the shortest and
tightest skirts out there to show
off our figures, this fall will have
to be an exception.
Short skirts aren't going anywhere, but the new trend is a
full A-line skirt pulling away
from the body and-brace yourselves-hitting below the knee.
Pairing these skirts with a formfitting t-shirt will make the
skirt appear younger. To make
the look even more fun, pair
the longer skirts with printed
tights and show some of your
personality - and leg - during
the colder months.
This new season is already
turning out to be an exciting
one for fashionistas. Have fun
playing with the new trends
and mixing and matching the
opposite looks that seem to be
the target this school season.
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Dorlll decor 101

The Collegian's guide to a trendy dorm for guys and girls

The Bone Season wows
New book gives J.K. Rowling competition
BY SARA DESANTIS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

BY ANDEE McKENZIE
STAFF WRITER

It's that time of year again college students everywhere
are moving away from their
home and moving into their
home away from home for the
school year: a dormitory. For
every student, specifically first
year students, this is quite an
exciting time. Thanks to various T·arget commercials and
"coming of age" movies, the bar
of aesthetic expectations for
a dormitory is set quite high.
Those who are willing to take on
the dorm decorating challenge
face a few common obstacles,
the first being that the bare
bones of a dorm are not the most
aesthetically pleasing to begin
with. However, this does not
mean that they do not have potential. The second obstacle is
working with "wall safe" materials. Most hardcore redecorating
requires nailing things into the
wall, but Saint Mary's does not
allow this. Fear not fellow dorm
decorators, there are still many
ways to work around this little
detail and make your room look
spectacular.
The first dorm decorating tip
for both guys and girls: pick a
theme of interest. It is much
easier to decorate if there is a
common theme that the room
is eventually going to display.
Whether the dorm is going to
be a color theme, sports theme,
19th century Victorian, or anything else you can come up with,
it is important to know what
vibe you want to convey before
the decorating commences.
For the ladies, Pinterest is a

great way to get started if you
need ideas. Also, in terms of
buying the decor, go from big
to small. Tackle the walls and
carpet first. In accordance with
wall safety policy, make sure to
use things like tape, removable
adhesive putty, or removable
hooks (Command Strips, for
instance). If there is a need to
use tacks, make sure to stick
them in a buffer such as putty
so that they do not puncture the

Common Christmas
lights can give a
nice touch to any
room, along with
mini lanterns and
tea lights. Hanging
these up is a breeze
with some tape - no
nailing required.
walls. Wall decorations come in
various shapes and sizes, and in
order to cover up a good majority of the boring wall, fabric is a
must-have. Wall fabric comes in
hundreds of different colors and
patterns, so it is great to add a
little flare to your room.
Room-safe lights are also a
fun way to turn up the class in
a dorm room. Common Christmas lights can give a nice touch
to any room, along with mini
lanterns and tea lights. Hanging
these up is a breeze with some
tape- no nailing required. Posters and pictures are also great to
decorate in a similar way, and to
kick it up a notch, some people

put their pictures in fun shapes
to add some creativity.
The classic dorm room carpet
is not the most attractive thing
in the world either. A cute colored rug can definitely add some
flavor to the floor. Another great
floor accessory is an ottoman;
they come in different colors
and patterns and some contain
built in storage spaces.
For the finer details of the
room, mason jars are in style.
They are cute, portable, and
easy to manage. Fill them with
different things such as sea
glass, jewelry, fortune cookie
fortunes, or even pens to make
a fabulous room accessory.
And as for the men, it is important to know that decorating
is not just a gfrl thing. The bare
bones of a boy's dorm are just
as boring as a girl's, so don't be
afraid to make it a little homier.
Decorate with your favorite
sports teams' posters, movie
posters, and so on to bring out
some of your personality. Also
get a rug for your room to make
your hundred-year-old carpet
looking not so drab. A great
way to enhance your room can
also be done with technology
- we know you love your video
games and surround sound, so a
heavy-set entertainment system
will take up space and make
the room a great place to hang
out.
With all of these dorm-decorating ideas, it is easy to see that
those Target dorms are in fact
tangible. Don't be scared by the
basics of your room, as you can
make it whatever you want with
a little bit of two sided tape and
creativity.

School year survival guide
How to get back into the school grind
BY TORI STRINGER
STAFF WRITER

Getting back into the school
grind is tough and undeniably
requires some major adjustments. There are, however, ways
to get prepared for the upcoming school year and the loads of
anticipated schoolwork. Take
these tips into consideration
when adjusting to the lifestyle
of a student yet again.
l. Don't stay up too late
Everyone knows it's tempting
to stay up later than you should
because you haven't seen your
friends all summer and you've
been confined to your house
with less freedom than normal,
but don't stay up longer than
you need to. It is not worth it to
sabotage your first few weeks
here and doom yourself to a
semester of sleep deprivation
and exhaustion.
2. Get on top of your homework early
Yeah, doing homework sucks.
But you know what sucks more?
Having that homework pile up
until you can't handle it and you
crumble under the pressure in

a blanket of tears. Do yourself a
favor and at least get on track, if
not ahead, on your work.
3. Make sure you eat
In the excitement of moving
in, starting classes, and seeing
your friends again, it can be easy
to forget a meal here and there.
Stay hydrated and nourished,
otherwise you'll never survive
your first week without the nutrition your body needs.
4. Befriend the people who
live above or below you
Chances are, at some point,
you will have a noise conflict
with the people living above
or below you. In order to avoid
banging on the floor or ceiling
with various objects or angry
knocks at doors, meet your
neighbors now. It'll be easier to
deal with noise issues when you
know the people around you and
won't need your RA to come in
the picture.
5. Make new friends
Chances are, this year you're
living with some different people than you were last year. Get
out and meet them, knock on
their doors and bring cookies,
keep your door open and beckon

that they come visit. You might
meet some pretty cool people
and even a few study buddies.
6. Try something new
There is no better time than
the new school year to try something new. Clubs, sports, performing arts, other various
extracurricular activities. Why
not? It's college, you're supposed to try new things.
7. Go outside
Before the semester gets too
challenging (and as hard as it
seems now, it will get harder),
get outside and do the things
you love to do. Soak up some
sun, go off campus and have an
adventure. Do anything so you
can enjoy your time before you
are confined to enjoying the
outside world through your window while you struggle through
hours of studying.
8. Have fun
Obviously, enjoy your new
year here. See your friends,
be spontaneous, try somethin
new, get as involved on campus
as you can, have an adventure
every now and then to keep
your sanity in the midst of your
schoolwork.

It's the year 2059. Several major
world cities are under the control
of Scion, a governmental securityforce dedicated to eradicating
clairvoyants, or "voyants," who
are people that can communicate
with spirits of the deceased or manipulate reality through the spirit
world. Paige Mahoney works for
an underground voyant gang,
prized for her gift as a "dreamwalker," a rare type of clairvoyant
who can send her spirit into the
bodies ofothers in order to control
or kill them. In Scion London,
Paige commits high treason-punishable by immediate executionsimply by breathing. However,
this exceptional gift results in
her capture and arrival at Sheol
I, a penal colony established in an
abandoned Oxford by supernatural beings known as the Rephaim.
Every 10 years, the Rephaim harvest the most promising voyants
in a ceremony known as "bone
seasons" to be trained as soldiers
in their army. Paige is assigned to
a Rephaite keeper, the enigmatic
and swoon-worthy Arcturus Mesarthim. Even though Paige resolves herself to hate the Rephaim
and their principles, trusting her
mysterious keeper may be her
only chance for freedom.
This is the basis of the complex
world built by 21-year-old author
Samantha Shannon in her debut
novel, The Bone Season, which
made headlines when Shannon
was declared the next J.K. Rowling. She has already entered into
a contract for six books in the
series, and also has a movie deal
with Lord of the Ring's star Andy
Serkis' London studio. With all
the hype surrounding the book,
it's difficultto separate the acclaim
from one's initial impression of
the book.
Shannon creates a compel-

ling heroine - Paige is feisty and
street-smart, but also unsure of
her strength and powers, which
makes her more believable. It's
refreshing to have a female heroine that can think on her feet and
is not afraid to stand up to the
controlling Rephaim, who treat
the human voyants like slaves.
However, Arcturus' handsome,
dark, mysterious, and brooding
character is a trope seen far too
many times before in other fantasy and science fiction novels.
It would also be nice to have a
female heroine who doesn't fall
in love with her male counterpart,
especially after swearing to loathe
him for the mistreatment that has
befallen her at the hands of others
of his race.
The confusing plot holes and an
endingthat leaves the readerwith
a lot of questions ensures Shannon will have more material to
fill the remaining six books. Nevertheless, it's frustrating to have
to ignore convoluted information
and unexplained occurrences because there are no other books to
hopefully clarify them yet.
Despite the frustrating questions, the world that Shannon has
created is complex and beautiful
in its dark and ominous imagery.
Scion London is an environment
filled with tension under the everwatchful surveillance of the government, while an entire criminal
city flourishes beneath the streets.
Shannon, who is a recent Oxford
graduate, put a lot of care into
describing the abandoned and
sparsely populated city, creating
a place that is the equivalent of
a foreboding Hogwarts where
youngvoyants are separated from
their families and friends forever.
Even though The Bone Season
will not be the next Harry Potter,
Shannon's first novel features a
compelling plot that ensures her
following books will be much
anticipated.
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OPINION
Pope Francis's
Relationships, media, and the innovation of loneliness
comment on gay Simple but insightful video explores human social behavior and effect of social media
being can only be intimately
priests validates
close with 150 people. How
Saint Mary's
many Facebook friends do you
BY TORI STRINGER

STAFF WRITER

BY WILLIAM LANE
STAFF WRITER

ate in July, Pope Francis sent
shockwaves through the Catholic
world when he said that he is in no
place to question the spirituality of
gay priests, asking "Ifsomeone is gay
andhesearchesfortheLordandhas
good will, who am I to judge?" Gay
rights activists and reform-minded
Catholics hailed the remark as a
welcome break from the condemnations of homosexuality by previous
popes. More conservative church
officials insisted that Francis's statement did not ~tray from church doctrine and was merely an expression
ofChristian mercy toward "sinners."
Either way, what, if anything, do his
remarks mean for Saint Mary's?
It might not mean that much.
More conservative voices in the
church are right to suggest that
Francis's statement technically
didn't clash with the Church's official stance on homosexuality. A few
months prior, the Pope had in fact
reiterated the Vatican's opposition
to gay marriage and gay adoption.
Those official policies are unlikely
to change in the near future.
Even so, the Pope's change of
tone is significant. The previous
two popes, Benedict and John Paul
II, were critical of homosexuality
and its acceptance within society.
They judged gay people and the
gay rights movement. This attitude
filtered down to others in the church
hierarchy and to followers, leading
to denunciations ofCatholic organizations thatdidnotcondemnhomosexualitywithsufficientvehemence.
Saint Mary's was not immune
to these attacks. With its openness to the LGBTQIA community, the college has more than
once drawn the ire of conservative
Catholics. California Catholic Daily,
a website of <:;atholic news and
information, chastised the college
for hosting Amy Richards as the
keynote speaker at the Wo/ men's
Conference 2012, calling her "a
pro-abortion feminist" who "killed
two of her three unborn children."
Spero News, a conservative Catholic
news website, accused SaintMary's
of readily ignoring concerns over
its alleged abandonment of Church
doctrine. Although Saint Mary's
was not subject to the sort offormal
denunciations suffered by other
progressive Catholic organizations,
its acceptance of all people has led
some to question the college's religious credentials.
Now, theleaderoftheChurchhas
announced that he is in no place to
judge gay people. Pope Francis's
tone is a far cry from Benedict's
reference to homosexual acts as "an
intrinsic evil;' and his opposition to
men with"deep-seated homosexual
tendencies" becoming priests.
People who refuse to accept the
LGBTQIA community today are
unlikely to change their minds in
the near future. Even so, the Pope's
shift in tone, though not revolutionary, takes the wind out from behind
those who pursue certain Catholic
organizations for being too tolerant of gay people. It could even be
argued that Pope Francis has helped
validate the open community that
Saint Mary's strives for every day.

L

ome are born lonely, some
become lonely, and some
have loneliness thrust upon
them. Or are we thrusting loneliness upon ourselves? Shimi Cohen proposes that new technology, which seems to help us stay
connected; is actually making
loneliness the "most common
ailment of the modern world"
in his video "The Innovation
of Loneliness," which he made

S

We, as human
beings, are
inherently vulnerable
and scared of being
lonely. The internet
tells us we don't
ever have to be. But
does this really fix
our loneliness?
and uploaded about a month ago
to Vimeo. Inspired by the book
Alone Together by Sherry Turkle
and Dr. Yair Amichai-Hamburger's article "The Invention of Being Lonely." In the video, Cohen
uses simple, clever animations
to illustrate his thoughts on our
social decline. While calling
loneliness the most common
ailment in the world may be an
exaggeration, there is a lot of
truth to his argument.
Cohen states that one human

have? Facebook gives us the
impression of having hundreds
of "friends" when really that
number is arbitrary. Social networking is more demanding
than face-to-face contact, with
the extra effort added of typing
all responses and keeping up an
internet appearance. We define
ourselves through technology,
telling people what we're doing
while we're doing it. We get to
edit ourselves and use social
networking for personal promotion rather than cultivating real
friendships. While this process
takes a lot of time, it does have
the added bonus of making communication easier and more
effective. This leads to internet
addiction, something that, sadly,
plagues many today. We depend
solely on technology, not each
other, for entertainment, communication, and companionship. We end up hugging our laptops instead of our best friends.
This addiction to social networking changes us. We , as
human beings, are inherently
vulnerable and scared of being
lonely. The internet tells us we
don't ever have to be. But does
this really fix our loneliness?
The issue of quality versus quantity comes into play here. Cohen
accurately states that social
networking allows us to "claim
to have many friends while actually being lonely." We can collect
friends, but is our happiness
really determined by a number

Courtesy of niemanlab.org

on a screen?
Cohen provides another reason for our descent into loneliness: our country's focus on the
individual. We are all familiar
with the American Dream and
strive for it. We go to school, we
get jobs, we settle down. This
dream is rather self-centered,
though. Our society focuses so
heavily on the individual and
truly ends up undermining
itself. While we are obsessed
with our careers, our goals, and
our pursuit of happiness, we
lose sight of one of our basic
human needs: companionship.
We put our relationships on the
back burner in order to help
ourselves . This is ironically
what ends up driving people to
social networking; they think
they don't have the time to have
a social life, so they create one
online. Cohen cleverly states

this belief as "I share, therefore
I am," suggesting we can replace
a part of our lives with the internet; that we can be as long as we
exist online.
This notion is what is quickly
driving our society in an abysmal direction. As we struggle
to grasp any sliver of social interaction we can lay our hands
on, we delve further into the pit
ofloneliness. As Cohen says, "If
we're not able to be alone, we're
only going to know how to be
lonely." Unless we bring back
the age of face-to-face commu ~
nication and valuing the quality
of our friends, rather than the
quantity, we'll never escape the
cycle. The easy answer is not
always the best one, and try ing
a little more in person conversation and a little less Facebook
could make a huge difference in
your life.

There's more than one opinion to every story..
That's why we offered several perspectives to
the Gaelapalooza Starting Six fa ll out. For more
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SPORTS
Best of the summer transfer window 2013

Refined offense brings a win

Exciting season in store with new key players for league Women's soccer overcomes previous loss
BY LUIS HERNANDEZ

STAFF WRITER

For many soccer fans around
the world, Christmas came a
few months early as managers
dropped the big bucks to bring
some fresh talent to their clubs.
With all the rumors surrounding record -breaking transfer
offers, club drama, and unhappy players, the champion's
league may ultimately show who
played the smartest moves this
summer.
Perhaps no name was spoken of more this summer than
Tottenham Hotspurs' Gareth
Bale. The 24 year-old Welsh
Midfielder officially declared
his transfer to Spanish Giants,
Real Madrid, at a record breaking 85.3 million pounds. The
fee surpassed previous record

holder and Ballon D'or superstar, Cristiano Ronaldo, at 80
million pounds, who will be
playing alongside the Welshman
at the Bernabeu.
Despite an already impressive
line-up, Los Merengues find
themselves in fourth place in
La Liga Standings, as Barcelona
takes the glory at the leaders of
the table. Although youthful
and inexperienced, Real Madrid
fans have placed great faith on
the 24-year-old, hoping that he
may bring back glory to the club
as the greatest club in European
history.
Real Madrid was not the only
club to shock the world with
an incredulous offer, but Arsenal's Arsene Wenger, decided
to show the world that he too
could splash some cash. As the
transfer market came to a close,

Player of the Week
Natalie Loos
Volleyball
The Junior middle
blocker helped the
Gaels capture a twoset lead over Air Force
on Saturday, dominating the court and
assuring a victory for
Saint Mary's.
(Courtesy of smcgaels.com)

Wenger surprised Arsenal fans
with the purchase of Mesut
Ozil, convincing the German
player to come to the English
Premier League. At 42.5 Million
pounds, the midfielder proved
to be possibly the best buy of the
summer, with a record 94 assists
for Real Madrid and Germany in
the last three years. The 24 yearolds' youth, speed, and vision,
will prove to be a great asset
to the English Team. Despite
a great run in the champion's
league, Arsenal lost to German
team Bayern Munich, the only
team to defeat them after an
almost perfect season. Ozil
may be able to provide the edge
necessary to provide a striking
force threatening to the reigning European champions.
Other teams that will also
flourish from this summer's
transfer market include AC Milan, FC Barcelona, and Chelsea.
After several seasons on the
bench with Real Madrid, Ricardo Kaka was able to "return
home," to AC Milan, finding
himself immediately in form.
During his debut return, the
Brazilian international successfully wore the captain armband
with a two-goal assist. Back in
La Liga, FC Barcelona also succeeded in attaining 21-year-old
Brazilian striker, Neymar Jr.
Despite his youth, Neymar has
surprised the world as consistent goal scorer, both club and
i-nternationa-lly. {fader the guidance on Lionel Messi, we can expect a world-class striking force
from both players for years
to come . As for Chelsea, Jose
Mourinho surprised many in attaining the world's highest paid
athlete, Samuel Eto'o, for free.
Anzhi Makhachkala, Eto'o's former club, released Eto'o through
a loan contract that would grant
Anzhi Makhachkala Eto'o back
at their request. With a fresh
start for clubs, players, and
league standings, all is up for
grabs in the beautiful game and
a season full of surprises.

CAROLINE BEAULNE

fought to hold off Marquette's win (Courtesy of smcgaels.com).

BY SEAN PRIETO-LARA

STAFF WRITER

The Saint Mary's Women's
Soccer team struggled versus
25th ranked Marquette on Friday. The Gaels lost 3-0, but they
did not let that affect them in
their game on Sunday. Playing.against-Loyola-Chicago on
Sunday, the Gaels were able to
come out victorious 3-0. The
Gaels improved to 2-4-0.
Following a tough loss in
which Marquette outshot them,
the Gaels focused on offense
versus Loyola-Chicago. The
Gaels took an early 2-0 lead
by halftime thanks to goals
from Briana Campos and Jaime
Turrentine. The Gaels outshot
Loyola-Chicago by a margin of
11-3 in just the first half. Briana
Campos scored 13 minutes into
the match and Jaime Turrentine
scored just before halftime on

an assist from Anne Whipple,
who finished the game with two
assists.
In the second half the Gaels
were able to take nine more

Denver

•

Saint 1\1'\ary's
shots, including a goal from
Caroline Beaulne in the 75th
minute making it 3-0. The Gaels'
defense held their opponent
to 10 shots and Kaeli Schmidt
saved two shots on goal.
The women 's soccer team
will return home to play New
Mexico this upcoming Friday at
4:00 p.m. in their Saint Mary's
College Classic that will also
include a match between Pacific
and Lehigh at 1:00 p.m. on the
same day.

Men's soccer falls to CSU Northridge in OT
Penalties against Matadors helped Gaels to put on pressure
BY JAKE JAMES

STAFF WRITER

We're always looking for new writers. Our weekly
storyboard meeting every Monday at 6pm in
Dante 120 is a lively event allowing you to interact
with the editorial staff and to give your unique
voice a broad audience. For more information,

On Sunday Afternoon the
Saint Mary's men's soccer team
played the 25th ranked California State University Northridge
Matadors. The Gaels eventually
fell in overtime by a score of 2-1,
but not before putting up a great
effort.
The Gaels scored midway

through the first half to put
them in the driver seat. They
took the 1-0 lead into the halftime break on a goal scored
by Ismail Adam in the 32nd
minute.
One of the reasons that the
Gaels took the lead at half was
due in part by the Matadors four
first-half yellow cards. In the
49th minute Junior Sanchez was
given a red card, which put the

88
88

look closer at stmaryscollegian.com.
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SPORTS THIS
WEEK

<!Collegian

Volleyball
Thursday@ Nebraska 5:00 pm

MORE SPORTS ONLINE
Women's Soccer
Fri. vs Pacific/Lehigh 1:00 pm
Fri. vs New Mexico 4:00 pm

CSU Northridge Matadors up a
man the rest of the game. With
a little over half an hour left of
game time to play, the Matadors
scored on a corner kick that
evened the score at one all.
Both of the teams were deadlocked at one for the rest of
regulation.
In overtime the Gaels played
tough, but ultimately fell. With
just about six seconds left on the
clock before the end of the first
over time the Matadors netted
a goal that would end the game.
Men's.Soccer will be back home
on September 12 to take on UC
Davis at 4 p.m.

stmaryscollegian.com/sports

Men's Soccer
Thurs. vs UC Davis 4:00 pm
Sat. vs Sacramento State 4:00 pm

#GOGAELS
Follow us
facebook.com/smccollegian
@smc_collegian
stmaryscollegian.com
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SPORTS
NFL Season Gaels volleyball dominates the weekend
predicts a
Saint Mary's takes down Miami and Air Force in strong matches
strong year
for teams
BY SEAN PRIETO-LARA
STAFF WRITER

The NFL Season officially
kicked off Thursday night, but
not as everyone expected it to.
Lightning and rain delayed the
beginning of the much-anticipated season opening game
between the Denver Broncos
and the Baltimore Ravens. After one hour the season finally
kicked off and gave fans the
official return of football. The
2013-2014 season holds a lot of
promise for viewers. Every team
in the NFL made moves to vastly
improve their rosters and there
is no telling what we will see in
this upcoming season. Here are
some of my predictions for the
upcoming NFL season.
Most Surprising Team: Kansas City Chiefs. The reason the
Chiefs will surprise everyone
this year is because of former
San Francisco Quarterback Alex
Smith. Smith will give the Chiefs
a chance to make the playoffs
because he will not commit
turnovers. The Chiefs had eight
players make it to the pro bowl
and in a division like the AFC
West they can make a run for a
wildcard playoff spot.
Most Disappointing Team:
Minnesota Vikings. Although
the Vikings made the playoffs last year and added Wide
Receiver Greg Jennings, the
chances of the Vikings making
the playoffs again are not good.
Due to a very difficult schedule
and the loss of Percy Harvin,
this team does not have enough
offensive weapons to support
Adrian Peterson.
MVP of the Season: Peyton
Manning. It's hard not to imagine Manning winning this award
after his performance last season. Manning was just barely
edged out for MVP last year
due to Adrian Peterson's unreal season. Manning now has
Wes Welker to join Demaryius
Thomas and Eric Decker. Manning threw seven touchdowns
in Thursday's game versus the
Ravens giving him a significant
head start on everyone else for
MVP.
Super Bowl Prediction: Although there are a number of
really good teams in both conferences I am going with Seattle
and Houston to make it to this
year's Super Bowl. Both teams
have great defenses and running backs that will help them
when the going gets tough. The
addition of Ed Reed to Houston
helps them in the one area they
struggled with last year in their
secondary. For Seattle the biggest difference-maker when
the playoffs come around will
be Percy Harvin, who will miss
a portion of the season recovering from injury, but once he is
back the Seattle offense will be
tough to handle. I believe that
the Seahawks are the best team
in the league and will emerge
victorious at this year's Super
Bowl.

VOLLEYBALL

was victorious over the Air Force Academy Falcons in McKean Pavilion on Saturday (Chris Hernandez/COLLEG IAN).

BY EMILIO BUENROSTRO
STAFF WRITER

The Saint Mary's volleyball
team dominated their home
opener this past weekend, defeating both the University of Miami
and the Air Force in convincing
fashion.
Coming off a split of their previous two games against Colorado
the preceding weekend, the Gaels
were out to regain their momentum and capture consecutive
wins on their hardwood floor in
McKeon Pavilion.
They were able to accomplish
just that.
On Friday, September 6, the
then undefeated Canes came into
McKeon looking for their third
straight consecutive win of the
season, having captured previous
wins against Austin Peay State
University and the University of
Southern Florida.
However, their momentum

came to a halt against Saint
Mary's.
The Gaels opened the match
strong and maintained their
dominating play throughout the
match, defeating Miami in three
sets. In the first set, the Gaels
shot out of the gates with a bang
and never looked back, as they
prevailed with a 25-14 score to
control the first set. Their outstanding play in the first match
seemed to dictate the second
set as well, as the Canes had no
answer for the Gaels.
After trailing early in the second set, the dominance that Saint
Mary's had exhibited in the first
set quickly came into fruition
as their hitting as a team would
serve as their formula for success,
with the Gaels hitting .483 as a
team in the first set and .400 in
the second. They would go on to
own the second set 25-18.
Miami maintained a close

battle in the third, yet the Gaels
would find a way to come out
victorious. Junior outside hitter
Danica Mendivil and senior outside hitter Kristina Graven would
help fuel the rally for SMC to capture the set 25-23, and ultimately
the match.
The Gaels handed the Canes
their first loss of the season; however, their celebration would have
to end short in preparation for a
match the next night against the
Air Force Falcons.
The Falcons came into McKeon
Pavilion Saturday yielding a 1-4
record, having come off a 3-0 loss
against San Francisco earlier in
the same day. Their luck would
not change as they endured a
well-balanced attack from Saint
Mary's to obtain their fifth loss
of the season.
Saint Mary's received contributions from everyone, as both
their offense and defense played

equally pivotal roles in the rout of
the Falcons. Junior middle blocker Natalie Loos stood out in the
first two sets with her phenomenal play. With the help from her
teammates, Loos was able to play
the role as the closer, allowing
the Gaels to capture a comfortable 2-set lead. Their dominating teamwork maintained in the
third, with Saint Mary's recording
a 25-13 third set win.
The two-game home stand gave
Saint Mary's its third and fourth
wins of the season, as they currently own a 3-1 record.
On Thursday, the Gaels will
travel to Lincoln, Nebraska to
participate in the Ameritas Players Challenge. Looking to maintain their great play and momentum, Saint Mary's will open the
tournament against Nebraska on
the 12th, followed by Iowa State
on the 13th, and endingwith Dayton on the 14th.

Men's b.a sketball aiming for the Big Dance
Although missing key players, the Gaels are expected to succeed
BY SIMON TRYZNA
STAFF WRITER

With Thursday's release of
the non-conference schedule,
the Saint Mary's faithful are
slowly getting into the basketball mentality once more. And
although the Gaels will open
up the season without the nowgraduated Matthew Dellavedova, this year's team has the
potential to be one of the best
of all time.
Seniors Steven Holt, Beau
Levesque, Paul McCoy, and
James Walker III will look to
team up with returning starters
Jordan Guisti and Brad Waldow
in winning the wee title once
more. New additions Garrett
Jackson (redshirted last year
after transferring from USC),
Kerry Carter (new transfer from
Citrus CC), and freshmen Dane
Pinau and Calvin Hermanson
will all play integral roles in
the offense. Missing from this
year's roster are Chris Reyes and

Jorden Page. Reyes is no longer
at Saint Mary's while Page remains in Australia to recover
from his knee injury, according
to sources at Citrus.
The good news for Saint
Mary's is that the men's team
had a team trip to Australia,
where they played a handful of
professional teams and went
a very respectable 3-2 against
them (though they easily could
have been 5-0). With the team
losing key pieces in Dellavedova, Page, Mitchell Young,
and Kyle Rowley, Saint Mary's
desperately needed a bonding
trip, and they got just that. By
getting a head start this year,
the Gaels should be ready to go
for a difficult opponent when
they open the season November
8th against WAC Co-Champions
Louisiana Tech, who return all.
of their key players from last
year.
The Gaels will follow up that
game with a midnight tip-off
against a tough Akron squad on

November 12th, before hosting
the underrated North Dakota
State Bison two days later. One
of the most difficult games Saint
Mary's will play will be a December 14th game at Boise State, an
NCAA Tournament team last
year who, like the Gaels, will

BEAU LEVESQUE

look to make the Big Dance once
more. Before opening up the
West Coast Conference slate,
Saint Mary's will participate in
a difficult Diamondhead Classic
Tournament in Hawaii, where
they could potentially play
Boise State once more.

returns to win the WCC title again (Courtesy of smcgaels.com).

